
Exchange of ideas and experience at 
the Tavistock and Portman

We are delighted to announce that we will be relaunching The Tavistock and 
Portman Talks (T&P Talks) in the new year! T&P Talks are a series of talks for 
patients, their family members and the public on topics relating to therapy and 
mental health. We think about a different topic each time and encourage people to 
ask questions and become involved in an informal discussion if they wish to. 

Previous talks covered living with autism, understanding personality disorders, 
trauma, and gender identity. We would like to hear your suggestions so do get in 
touch with Debbie pals@tavi-port.nhs.uk or call 020 8938 2523 if you have an idea 
or would like to be added to the mailing list.

T  &  P  T a l k s

The group is very friendly and gets together to reflect on experiences of attending The Tavistock for therapy,         
looking at how services for adults can continue to improve for everybody.

Recently the group has spent time redesigning our flyer, gave feedback on the Trusts’ proposed Equalities Form,       
have helped to think about projects like the Living Well Programme, and are bringing ideas that can potentially   
become new projects.  
 
If you would like to be part of this conversation, the first step is to email or call Charlene on PPI@Tavi-Port.nhs.uk           
or 020 8938 2081, or pop into the PPI office.  
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In early November we were delighted host another service user interview 
panel training day. Patients from a variety of services attended a lively 
afternoon training session, where they are now able to help us select staff 
most appropriate for the Trust through their own experience. 

Clinical staff have mentioned how great it is to have  a patient with 
experience on the panel, and patient representatives have also mentioned 
many benefits they receive from being involved in the process. If you would 
like to be on a panel or know more about it, please get in touch with 
Anthony; anewell@tavi-port.nhs.uk or 020 8938 2059.

I n t e r v i e w  P a n e l  T r a i n i n g
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We want to let you know about the latest news, events and 
opportunities to get involved.

These biscuits were playfully ‘mended’ by children from the Fostered and Adopted Team and also by young 
people attending the South Camden pizza group. They were inspired by the Japanese philosophy of Wabi 
Sabi and the art of Kintsugi, where a broken bowl is mended and the crack filled with gold as a celebration 
and mark of resilience. 

Wabi Sabi is about accepting imperfection and the idea that nothing lasts for ever and the inevitability of 
knocks and bumps along the way become part of an object’s rich history. The biscuits are more beautiful for 
their ‘mends’ and in fact become something else.

They are part of the latest Tavi art project, so look  out for them soon! For more information contact artist in 
residence Rachael Causer - rcauser@tavi-port.nhs.uk or check out the Tavi Art blog.
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